
MINUTES OF A LYMPSTONE PARISH COUNCIL ASSETS COMMITTEE MEETING HELD 
IN THE VILLAGE HALL AT 10.30AM ON THURSDAY 16TH JUNE 2022. 

 

PRESENT:   

Councillors  J Payne (Chair), D Atkins (Vice Chair), K Hill, N Linfoot, L Staddon and 
D Tyrrell,  

 
 
All councillors walked Candy’s field before agreeing actions in the Village Hall. 
 
Agreed actions: 
Assets committee to instruct the Clerk to send out a letter to the residents of 3 Spring Meadow 
and Clouds Reach asking them to restore the boundary line of their garden back to its original 
state as they have moved into LPC land according to LPC records and plans. If they reply and 
do not agree to move the boundary, LPC will instruct a solicitor and the land registry of a 
boundary dispute. 
 
Behind 'The Hub' is to be cleared by Andy Weston, taking it back to the boundary line. The 
tree backing on to 3 Spring Meadow may need to be removed in the future. 
 
Letter to the Commandant and Mark Latham of CTCRM asking them for a second time this 
year to inform their residences of Trafalgar Road not to dump grass cuttings and waste over 
the fence into the LPC hedges on Candy’s field. If further debris is found LPC will charge 
CTCRM for any removal of waste. The assets committee welcome a walk around to view the 
situation. 
 
Cllr Tyrrell to cut the existing chain lock on the carpark gate in half, making locking the gate 
easier. 
 
Write to Adam Fradley, Youth Chairman LAFC, asking if there are any further changes to 
schedules / field play and times for next season.  
Soccer tots can play on Candy’s Field but must rotate play each week in order to preserve the 
field from overuse.  
Add to July agenda where LPC would like the Cliff field goal posts to be stored for the summer. 
Taken away or stored beside the Scout Hut. LPC need to agree that if the goals are moved 
by the public, we inform LAFC immediately allowing them a day to return them to correct 
storage area. 
Cllr Atkins to enquire and come back to council regarding a new potential sports pitch near 
Goodmores development site. Report back at the next meeting 
 
 
Agenda for next Assets committee meeting: 
 
Planting of new oak tree 
Oak Meadow 
Man hole covers 
Levelling and reseeding 
Fence around tree (wild garden) 
Cycle humps 
 
 
Meeting closed: 12.25pm 
 
 
Chairman:       Date: 


